Abstract-This paper addresses the passivity-based mean square exponential stabilization problem for switched stochastic nonlinear systems. A concept of generalized small-time normobservability is presented and an appropriate test condition is also provided. For pre-given passivity rate and average dwell time, a set of feedback controllers is designed by use of the passivity property. Then, combining with generalized small-time norm-observability, a sufficient condition to guarantee mean square exponential stabilization of a switched stochastic nonlinear system is given. As a special case, the switched stochastic linear system is also discussed. Finally, a numeral example shows the effectiveness of the proposed method.
pointing out that the multiple Lyapunov functions method and its extensions have proven to be an effective tool for the analysis and design for switched systems [10] , [11] . Recently, one more complicated switching strategy-the dwell time minswitching approach can also be found [12] , [13] . However, few contributions on the pre-given dwell time control for switched systems have appeared up to now. This motivates us on this note.
On the other hand, passivity, as a special kind of dissipativity, means that the supplied energy from outside the system exceeds the increase in energy storage in the system, which describes the special relation of the input and output of the system by using abstract energy. The reason why passivity has become an important tool in control study area is that the storage functions induced by passivity are usually qualified as candidates for Lyapunov functions and passivity is preserved under interconnection. In this respect, many results have been available [14] − [18] . In particular, [16] is a cornerstone in the passivity-based nonlinear control field, which addressed the issues of passivity-based stabilization and feedback passification using differential geometry theory. Besides, since all subsystems owning a common storage function is impractical and unreasonable, the concept of passivity for switched systems is usually described by use of multiple storage functions, see for instance [19] − [21] and references therein. Especially, for pre-given average dwell time, feedback controllers have been designed to exponentially stabilize switched systems by using the passivity property of subsystems in [20] .
Meanwhile, due to many practical applications, such as air traffic management, communication networks and health care systems etc., there have been increasing research activities in the field of stochastic systems [22] − [24] . Some contributions about the control and design for switching stochastic systems have also appeared. [25] discussed adaptive output-feedback controller design for switched stochastic nonlinear systems. [26] addressed the problem of a weighted H ∞ error performance analysis in T-S fuzzy switched stochastic framework by designing the fuzzy-parameter-dependent fault detection filters. [27] investigated the mean square stabilization problem for switched stochastic systems with time-varying delay.
Moreover, along with the growing research attentions on switched stochastic systems and passivity theory, the literatures on the passivity analysis and passivity-based control for switched stochastic systems have naturally emerged. In particular, passivity analysis and passivity-based control for stochastic Markovian switching systems have been studied in [28] − [31] . In addition, under a properly designed statedependent switching law, passivity analysis for switched stochastic systems was also addressed in [32] − [35] . However, it is well known that state-dependent switching cannot guarantee a specific dwell time, which is unacceptable in real control process at times. Thus, the dwell time switching method may be a good choice in those cases. Recently, [36] addressed the problem of passivity and feedback passification for switched stochastic systems with time delay. The dissipativity-based stabilization problem for switched stochastic systems was considered via the design of the sliding dynamics and a fuzzy-parameter-dependent filter in [22] and [37] , respectively. Notice that, among the aforementioned literatures, the derived average dwell time is specifically determined by Lyapunov functions or storage functions, which cannot be designed arbitrarily. Moreover, the existing results on passivity for switched stochastic systems mainly focus on two aspects. One is the problem of passivity analysis and feedback passification for switched systems via designing a proper switching law or identifying a class of switching signals. The other is the passivity-based control and design problem for switched stochastic systems. Up to now, few works concentrate on the control and design problem by use of the passivity property of subsystems of switched stochastic systems, which is the other motivation.
Motivated by the aforementioned considerations, we investigate the mean square exponential stabilization problem for a switched stochastic nonlinear system using passivity in this paper. Compared with the existing works, main contributions can be summarized as follows. Firstly, instead of using the passivity property of switched systems, we use the passivity property of subsystems to address the mean square exponential stabilization problem for switched stochastic nonlinear systems, where one passive subsystem is necessary. Secondly, we generalize the concept of small-time norm-observability and also provide an appropriate test method. Finally, for any pre-given passivity rate and average dwell time, mean square exponential stability for switched stochastic systems is reached via the design of a set of controllers on the basis of the passivity property of subsystems. Therefore, the design strategy provided has greater flexibility.
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND PRELIMINARIES
In this section, system description and some preliminaries will be given.
A. System Description
We consider a switched stochastic nonlinear system of the form
where x ∈ R n is the state, σ : R + → I = {1, 2, · · · , q} is a piecewise continuous function, called a switching signal, and q > 0 is the number of subsystems. The corresponding switching sequence can be characterized by Σ = {x 0 ; (i 0 , t 0 ), (i 1 , t 1 ), . . . , (i n , t n ), . . . | i n ∈ I, n ∈ N }, which means that the system (1) evolves according to the i n th subsystem when t ∈ [t n , t n+1 ). Therefore, the trajectory x(t) of the switched system (1) is the trajectory of the i n th subsystem when t ∈ [t n , t n+1 ). As a standard assumption, we assume that the state x(t) of the switched system (1) is everywhere continuous and only finite switchings occur during any finite time interval. The ith subsystem of the switched system (1) is described by
where u i ∈ R m and h i (x) ∈ R m are the input and output vectors of the ith subsystem, respectively. Furthermore, for
Wiener process on a complete probability space (Ω, F, P ) with E{dω} = 0 and E{dω 2 } = 0.
B. Preliminaries
In the following, we present several definitions and a lemma to develop the main result. Definition 1.
[38] For a switching signal σ(t) and ∀t > τ > 0, let N σ (τ, t) denote the number of discontinuities of the switching signal σ(t) on the interval (τ, t). If there exist numbers
holds, τ a and N 0 are called the average dwell time and the chattering bound, respectively. Definition 2. [22] The equilibrium x * = 0 of the switched stochastic system (1) is said to be mean-square exponentially stable under σ(t) if there exist η > 0 and λ > 0, such that for
[24] The system (2) is said to be passive with respect to the storage function V i (x), if there exists a function
where LV i (·) represents the infinitesimal generator defined by
For a deterministic system, the passivity property means that the increase in energy storage in the system is at most equal to the supplied energy from outside the system. Similarly, for a stochastic system, passivity indicates that the increase in energy storage in the stochastic system is no more than the energy supplied from outside the stochastic system in the sense of mathematical expectation. 
T1−T2 denote the passivity rate of the switched system, where 0 < γ ≤ 1. Remark 2. Generally, the stability property of a switched system with stable and unstable systems is achieved by guaranteeing that the total activated time of stable subsystems is long enough. In fact, the increase of the trajectories when the unstable subsystems are active is compensated by the decrease of the trajectories of the stable subsystems. Since, by adjusting the gain of controller, the decay rate of the trajectory of a passive subsystem can be designed to some extent, which may provide more flexibility in the control and design for switched systems with passive and non-passive subsystems. Lemma 1. (KYP Lemma) [23] The system (2) is passive if and only if there exists a function
C. Generalized Small-time Norm-observability
In deterministic systems, some special properties, such as zero-state observability, zero-state detectability, asymptotic detectability, small-time norm-observability and exponential small-time norm-observability etc., have been imposed to achieve asymptotical stability or exponential stability. Since existing detectability or observability conditions are inappropriate for stochastic systems, a new concept of detectability or observability needs to be introduced to solve the passivitybased mean square stabilization problem for switched stochastic systems. Next, we will provide a concept of generalized small-time norm-observability.
is said to be generalized small-time norm-observable with degreeλ if there exist c > 0 and δ > 0 such that when y(t + s) ≤ δ holds for some t ≥ t 0 , τ > 0 and ∀s
The generalized small-time norm-observability is a useful and special system property, which shows the relation of the state of the system (7) at instants t and t + τ when the norm of the system output is no more than a positive number δ on the time interval [t, t + τ ]. It is worth noticing that this property does not mean that the trajectory of the system (7) is exponentially decreasing on [t, t + τ ], and of course, that the system (7) is mean square exponentially stable. However, the converse is true, that is, exponential stability implies that the system is generalized small-time norm-observable.
In the following, a method to test generalized small-time norm-observability is given. Proposition 1. Suppose that there exists a function
then the system (7) is generalized small-time norm-observable with degreeλ.
Proof. According to Definition 5, to test the generalized small-time norm-observability property, we only have to show
In view of (4) and (8), differentiating W (x) along the trajectory of the system (7) gives
Let
By virtue of (10), integrating both sides of (11) from t * to t and taking expectation yield E{H(t)} ≤ E{H(t * )}, and then E{W (x(t))} ≤ e −λ(t−t * ) E{W (x(t * ))}. Furthermore, in view of (9), we can have E{ x(t
. By Definition 5, the system (7) is generalized small-time norm-observable with degreeλ. Remark 4. Similar to Proposition 1, we also present a sufficient condition of generalized small-time norm-observability for the following stochastic linear system
Suppose that there exist a positive definite matrix P and constants δ > 0 ,λ > 0, such that 2P A + C T P C + (δ + λ − h(x) )P ≤ 0. Then, the stochastic linear system (12) is generalized small-time norm-observable with degreeλ.
III. MAIN RESULT
In this section, we will address the passivity-based mean square exponential stabilization problem for switched stochastic nonlinear systems by designing a set of controllers together with generalized small-time norm-observability.
For simplicity, let I p and I n denote the index sets of passive and non-passive subsystems, respectively.
A. Switched Stochastic Nonlinear Systems
Theorem 1. Let γ > 0 and τ a > 0 be pre-given passivity rate and average dwell time, respectively. Suppose that there exist
with V i (0) = 0 and constants a 1 > 0, a 2 > 0 and µ ≥ 1, such that (i) for ∀i, j ∈ I and ∀x ∈ R n , the following conditions hold
(ii) for ∀i ∈ I n , there exists a positive constant λ 1 , such that the system (2) with
(iii) for ∀i ∈ I p , the system (2) with u i = 0 is generalized small-time norm-observable with degreeλ ≥ λ * , c ≤ a1 a2 and a constant δ > 0, where
for some constant λ 2 > 0. Then, by designing the controllers
where
the switched stochastic system (1) is mean square exponentially stable under the passivity rate γ and any switching law with the dwell time τ a . Proof. Let S i = {t :
∂x g i (x) ≤ δ}, i ∈ I P . Next, the proof is split into two cases.
Case 1:
When the passive subsystem (2) is active, according to Itô's formula, differentiating V i (x) along the trajectory gives
. In view of Definition 3, we have
. Thus, we obtain
For any given t > t 0 , let Nσ(t0, t) . A straightforward calculation shows that
Using the condition (i) yields
Case 2:
By using generalized small-time norm-observability, we have
From the condition (i), we obtain
Then,
Thus, when the passive subsystem is active on
Similar to Case 1, we can also obtain
Hence, the resulting closed-loop system is mean square exponentially stable under any switching law with the average dwell time τ a .
B. Switched Stochastic Linear Systems
In this subsection, the linear version of Theorem 1 will be provided in the following.
We consider a switched stochastic linear system of the form
The ith subsystem of the switched system (16) can be described as follows
For convenience, let a 1 = min
}, where λ min (P i ) (λ max (P i )) denotes the smallest (largest) eigenvalue of the matrix P i , i ∈ I, respectively. Corollary 1. Let γ > 0 and τ a > 0 be pre-given passivity rate and average dwell time, respectively. Suppose that there exist positive definite matrices P i , i ∈ I such that (i) for ∀i ∈ I n , there exists a positive constant λ 1 satisfying
(ii) for ∀i ∈ I p , the ith subsystem is passive, that is,
(iii) for i ∈ I p , the ith subsystem with u i = 0 is generalized small-time norm-observable with degreeλ ≥ λ * , c ≤ a1 a2 and a constant δ > 0, where
for some constant λ 2 > 0. By designing the controllers (16) is mean square exponentially stable under the passivity rate γ and any switching law with the average dwell time τ a . Remark 5. Notice that the condition (18) is an equation, which cannot be solved using the LMI toolbox. In order to deal with this problem, we can replace this equation by the inequality:
When β is a sufficiently small positive scalar, (19) is close to (18) . The linear matrix inequality (19) may be conservative, but we have to notice that the condition (19) can be solved using the LMI toolbox, see [39] .
IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
In this section, a numerical example is given to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Consider the following switched stochastic nonlinear system of the form
where i ∈ {1, 2}, ω is a standard Wiener process satisfying E{dω} = 0 and E{dω 2 } = 0, and
Our purpose is to design a set of controllers such that the resulting closed-loop system is mean square exponentially stable. Next, we will show how to choose parameters µ, λ 1 ,λ, λ * , δ and λ 2 . First of all, we choose V 1 (x) = 
Thus, we can have µ = e 2 . According to KYP Lemma, it is easy to verify that the first subsystem is non-passive and the second subsystem is passive. Furthermore, for the first subsystem with u 1 = 0, LV 1 (x) = In addition, δ andλ are two parameters with respect to generalized small-time norm-observability. To ensure that and τ a = 4 as the passivity rate and the average dwell time, respectively. Finally, from Theorem 1, we need to select an appropriate parameter λ 2 > 0 to guarantee that the inequality 0 < λ * = Besides, a specific switching signal is described by For the initial state x(0) = (3, −5), the simulation results are shown in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , which indicate that the resulting closed-loop system is mean square exponentially stable under the switching signal σ(t) as shown in Fig. 3 . 
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have investigated the passivity-based mean square exponential stabilization problem for switched stochastic nonlinear systems by using the average dwell time method. To this end, we provided a new observability conceptgeneralized small-time norm-observability and also gave a test method. For pre-given average dwell time and passivity rate, a sufficient condition has been obtained, under which switched stochastic nonlinear systems are mean square exponentially stable. In the future, how to get more desirable test method of generalized small-time norm-observability may be an interesting study direction.
